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Dear Dan,
Here it is late May and in looking for some obscure historical tidbit that occurred in May to
bring to your attention, I ran across Ethan Allen and the Green Mountain Boys attack on
Fort Ticonderoga in upstate NY. Ticonderoga is probably more recognizable as a brand
of pencil, so I searched on....
Seems one Joseph Dixon (general good guy and somewhat clever tinkerer) made his
first pencil in 1812. I would imagine the users of quill and ink were darn tired of ink
stained fingers and the cost of all that blotter paper, so the pencil really was a big deal
back then. In 1827 Joseph started what would become the Joseph Dixon Crucible
Company, selling graphite as heat resistant material and 'stove polish'. Sometime later
he moved the company to NJ and built a new factory to manufacture the increasingly
popular graphite lead pencil with a new machine that could produce 132 pencils/minute.
By 1873 his company was producing 86,000 pencils/day. Today the Dixon Ticonderoga
company produces a half billion (500,000,000) pencils a year.
So you figured out how the famous Ticonderoga pencil get its name? The pencil lead
came from a graphite ore mine on Lead Mountain which was processed in Ticonderoga,
NY.
But that's not what I wanted to talk about.......
In this issue.....
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Recirculating/Recovery Purification.
Existing PS8 Bulk N2 Purifier Available from ARM.
Dual 07KV Microbulk System in Final Test!

Gas Prices Increasing: Recirculating/Recovery Purification
May Be An Economical Solution
Nitrogen and Oxygen being the two main constituents of air on the planet, are readily
available and produced in bulk making them economical to purchase, use, and vent back to
the atmosphere. This is not always the case with other gases with widespread industrial use
such as Ar, He, Ne, Xe, Kr, etc.
With the increasing cost of rare gases, equipment to capture, recover and purify these gases
for reuse is becoming a more economical alternative to one time use.
Take as an example, a rare gas selling for $50.00/100 ft3. A process running continuously at
100 ft3/hr 24/7 will cost $438,000.00 per year. Even the most sophisticated purifiers for that
flow rate cost a fraction of that annual gas cost.
Another example application would be Argon purge gas in a glove box. Argon purge from a
glove box is relatively easy to capture, pass through a purifier, and be reintroduced into the
glove box.
If you have a production process using a costly rare gas, a quick comparison between annual
gas cost and recirculating purifier price may be an eye opener. Contact ARM to discuss the
options that may be available.

Existing SAES PS8-VM600-N-2 Available from ARM
ARM has a SAES PS8-VM600-N-2 bulk gas purifier for sale. Acquired in an asset liquidation
this PS8 has never been installed, and is still in the original shipping packaging. The flyer
describing this asset, cost, etc is below. If interested contact ARM and we can provide a firm
fixed price quote, and any additional details required. If you know of anyone interested please
forward this newsletter.
Model Number: PS8-VM600-N-2
Included Options: Mass Flow Meter, Inlet/Outlet Pressure Transducer, Instrument Air management
system, High Temp Hardware Interlock, Over-Pressure Safety, Particle Filter - TFE, Separate Control Power,
MODBUS data communication port, Mixing Panel to provide regeneration gas mixture blending and control.
Facilities:
Maximum Flow rate: 600Nm3/hr
Main Power: 208 VAC, 3 phase, 50/60 hertz
Installed power: 18.3 kW
Gas Main connections: 1.5" tube stub

Maximum Inlet pressure: 150 psig
Separate Control power: 120 VAC, 50/60 hertz
Size: 75" x 94" x 95" tall
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Latest System In Test!
Fully automated dual vessel 07KV system for Neon purification.
Another ARM Micro-Bulk purifier is currently in final test prior to shipment. This system has a
dual parallel vessel arrangement for 24/7 operation, similar to the system featured last month
What is different is this system incorporates a PLC and touchscreen HMI for fully automated
vessel switching and
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regeneration.
Designed for OEM applications, this configuration has a panel mounted gas system and the
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electronic controls/power distribution mounted an a separate panel for ease of integration.

ARM worked with the customer on this application to tailor the system interface to meet the
OEM's requirements. If interested send us an e-mail or call 719-538-5959 for additional
information on this or any of ARM's UHP solutions.

Thanks for reading this far!
We understand that there is very little time in the day to read all the newsletters that make it to
your inbox. We will strive to not be 'that company' spamming the world with useless
information seemingly every other day for no better reason than some webinar told them that
is what they should do.
As noted above if you opt out we will honor your request. If you do tho, you may want to like
us on Facebook or follow us on Linkedin so you can keep your inbox clear, but still keep in
touch with what is going on with ARM Inc. in the gas world.
Sincerely,
Dan Spohn
ARM, Inc.
SUBSCRIBE TO LIST
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